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Abstract
The wood of pau-brasil, Paubrasilia echinata Lam., is the worldwide used raw material
to build high quality violin bows. Today there is no alternative wood accepted for being as
good as pau-brasil for the construction of modern violin bows for professional musicians.
Due to the historical and current overexploitation of pau-brasil in the Atlantic Forest of
Brazil, this species is highly endangered. The dependence of traditional manufacturing of
bows for stringed instruments on pau-brasil on one side and the fact of using a threatened
species on the other side as well as an increasing mass production of bows have resulted
in a conflict characterised by a raw material scarcity, unequal access to the raw material
and different legislative regulations on the local, regional and global scales. This situation has led to cross-arching challenges in the biophysical (decline of natural populations
of C. echinata and socioeconomic dimensions (conservation, management, socio-political
organisation associated with an increasing market of pau-brasil wood) and thus represents a complex problem on local, regional and global scales. Therefore, the analysis of this
problem requires a comprehensive framework of a complex system, in a social-ecological
system’s (SES) context.
In the case of a continuous use of pau-brasil in the production of bows for stringed
instruments, it is pertinent to identify and analyse the role of key actors and factors
that contribute to the dynamics of this particular SES, to identify both possible system
states and their resilience and scenarios that put pau-brasil and its use in bow making
potentially at risk on the long-term. Hence, the current study will include an analysis of
the socioeconomic, political and legislative backgrounds and drivers as well as an analysis
of the ecological distribution, and the biophysical conditions of species plantations, which
together will allow me to understand the complexity of the problem more precisely.
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